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Private Offering Disclaimer
This is a private offering of securities in NT Beverages
Limited to Sophisticated Investors only. As an offer of
securities to Sophisticated Investors the disclosure
requirements under Part 6D of the Corporations Act do
not apply – 708 Corporations Act. This document is a
private offering to Sophisticated Investors only and it is
not a prospectus or a disclosure document for the
purposes of Part 6D of the Corporations Act.
A Sophisticated Investor is a person or entity who has net
assets of at least $2,500,000 or, has a gross income of at
least $250,000 for the last 2 financial years with respect to
whom a qualified accountant has certified that this criteria
is met not more than 6 months prior to the offer.
You should only seek to participate in offers of securities
as a Sophisticated Investor if you have previous
experience in investing in securities, so you can assess
the merits of an offer, the value of securities, the risks
involved in accepting the offer, the adequacy of the
information in respect of the offer and whether it is
suitable to your circumstances.

Executive Summary (Snapshot)
NT Beverages Limited (NTBL) is a public, unlisted
company that has successfully built and commissioned
a $20,000,000 bottled water plant facility in East Arm,
Berrimah, in the Northern Territory (NT) with a
$12,000,000 fixed asset value. The water source located
in Acacia Hills, 50kms South of Darwin NT.
Among its many tourist attractions the Northern Territory
holds some unique commercial, climate and
demographic attractions including, being the third most
economically sustainable State or Territory in Australia.
It has the most stable all year round average
temperature (32°C) and it has the lowest median age
population in Australia. Bottled water consumers are
typically aged between 14 – 40 years old.
The NT has the highest percentage of this age group of
any State or Territory in Australia. The NT also boasts
some of the worst tasting town bore water in Australia.
Bottled water is therefore essential. .Below the bore
level which is used for town water, is the Dolomite
Aquifer – one of the oldest and most mineral rich
aquifers in Australia. This is the source of the water that
Akuna Springs is permitted to bottle.
The NT is economically stable, growing, has a perfect all
year round warm temperature and has a population and
demographic profile that maximises the market for
bottled water sales.

Simply put the NT offers the supply, the product, the
growth and the demand! In summary Akuna Springs
delivers something of value, which people want or more
importantly need, at a price they are willing to pay, in a way
that satisfies the customers’ needs so that Akuna Springs
generates enough future profit to make it worthwhile to
establish the business.
Most importantly of all there are no existing retail sized
bottled water production facilities in the Northern Territory.
All water is shipped up by rail or across the country by
truck, at a huge cost and
environmental footprint, making the cost exorbitant thereby
giving a local competitor the market edge.
NT Beverages has
a very unique
market point of
difference with a
3,500 km
exclusivity for
beverage
production.

The Akuna Springs production facility is full service facility
which manufactures 5 sizes of retail packaged water from
340ml to 10lt. It also includes a full carbonation plant
making a boutique range of premium glass sparkling and
still bottled products branded “Akuna Blue”.

Executive Summary (Snapshot)
The facilities has been built at a total cost of $20,000,000 with a fixed asset replacement cost of $12,000,000. The plant
design is ISO 9001, HACCP and 5 green star energy rated and has a full grey water system for internal sustainable use.
Coupled within the corporate structure of NT Beverages Limited is the non-profit ‘Akuna Springs Foundation’ into which
NT Beverages Limited donates 10% of all pre tax profits. The Akuna Springs Foundation offers a transparent and
accountable way for NT Beverages to contribute to the local NT community. A foundation board has been established
and will decide which projects and charitable works it will contribute to.
NT Beverages Limited is a public, unlisted company which offers investors a strong corporate compliance and
governance framework including audited accounts and a Board with a range of specialist expertise to ensure
management meets its strategic plan.
NT Beverages is raising a total of $15 million in capital made up of $9.5 million in debt through a fully secured convertible
note with an 12% PA. capitalised coupon at $2.00 per share conversion.
A further $5.5 million is being raised to straight equity @ $1.50 per share.
The $9.5 million in debt must be sold to one investor as the security cannot be divided up. Equity is available in amounts
of no less than $50,000.

Issued Capital (July
2017): 5,882,815

Projected Snapshot Financials
Year

FY 17-18

FY 18-19

FY 19-20

Shares issued:

9,926,635

9,926,625

9,926,625

$0.41

$0.75

$0.88

13.66%

25.01%

29.47%

Projected Dividend:
ROI:

Capital Summary

All information regarding future financial performance and future events contained anywhere in this offering is based solely on projections of future
financial performance and events based on historical information or industry data. Actual future financial performance and events may be different than
estimated or projected and past financial performance should not be taken as a guide to future financial performance.

New Capital Issued:
3,666,667 shares @
$1.50
Issued Convertible
Notes: 377,143 shares @
$1.75
Total Issued Capital
Post Raise: 9,926,635

Location (where is it?)
The Northern Territory is the northernmost state or territory in Australia,
covering 1,349,129 square kilometres of Australia. It is home to many
large infrastructure projects including the $34 billion Inpex Gas project.
It is also the home to the Australian Army, Navy and Air forces’ strategic
forward bases.
It is home to the American-Australian joint venture Pine Gap facility and
US Marine bases. The Northern Territory has experienced huge growth
in the past 5 years, in 2012 becoming the fastest growing economy
after Western Australia.1

Inpex Gas Hub, East Arm
Darwin
1Growth

data from ABS Statistics

Inpex Gas Network Sites

Pine Gap Air Force Base, Alice
Springs

Location (where is it?)
The Northern Territory enjoys a year round average temperature of 32 degrees celsius and generally experiences a wet season between
November and March each year followed by a long ‘dry season’ lasting 7 – 8 months. During this ‘dry season’ the population of the major
cities almost double with a regular booming transient, tourist population visiting.

The Northern Territory’s economy is largely driven by
mining which is concentrated on energy producing
minerals, petroleum and energy. It contributes around
$2.5 billion to the gross territory product and employs
over 4,600 people. Mining accounted for 26 per cent of
the gross territory product in 2006–2007 compared to
just 7 per cent nationally.
The economy has continued to grow during the 2005–
2006 financial year from the previous financial years.
Between 2003 and 2006 the gross territory product had
risen from $8,670 million to $11,476 million an increase
of 32.4 per cent.
During the three years to 2006–2007 the Northern
Territory gross product grew by an average annual rate
of 5.5 per cent. Gross product per capita in the
Northern Territory ($72,496) is higher than any
Australian State or Territory, and is also higher than the
gross domestic product per capita for Australia
($54,606). This can be attributed to the recent mining
and resources boom.

Location (where is it?)
Darwin has two ports; the Fort Hill Wharf and the East
Arm Wharf & Rail Head. The ports are managed by the
Darwin Port Authority. Various providers operate out of
the ports including:

-

Qube

-

ANL

-

Patricks

-

Swires

-

PAE Marianna

Darwin Port

There is a large rail head facility and yard also in East
Arm, which is owned by Genesee & Wyoming Australia,
which operates the rail line from Adelaide through to
Darwin. Genesse & Wyoming operates the freight
services of the line as well as the infrastructure. The
luxury passenger service ‘The Ghan’ is operated by
Great Southern Railways.
Darwin is strategically based as a major supply hub to SE Asia as well for commodities, live cattle export and dry goods. With a Chinese
consortium (Landbridge) recently paying over half a billion dollars for a 99 year lease on the Darwin Port https://www.railexpress.com.au/darwin-port-sold-for-506m/ it is clear the future and growth of the NT is based in exports to Asia.
As a result of the huge amounts of freight coming into Darwin through forward loading there are enormous benefits to backloading freight
from Darwin back to QLD, SA, NSW and VIC. Not to mention sea freight out of Darwin into Asia.

Location (where is it?)
Since its beginnings as little more than a landing strip at
Fannie Bay, Darwin International Airport (DIA) has been an
important part of the Top End community and a key
contributor to its economy. In 2014 it had 2.25 million
passengers through the doors and this number is expected
to keep climbing, as new airlines and route opportunities
open up throughout Asia.
DIA’s Terminal Expansion:
●

is the biggest project undertaken by DIA since the
current terminal opened in 1991

●

includes $60 million in total upgrades

●

will see the terminal double in size, growing from
16,000 to 27,000 square metres

●

will create room for improved baggage systems
and security

●

screening areas, additional departure lounge
facilities and and a larger check-in area

●

includes a larger, revamped Qantas lounge and the
Territory’s first Virgin Australia lounge

●

will feature exciting new retail and food and
beverage outlets, the first of which, Bumbu, will
open in late June.

DIA also has an international & domestic airport with

international flights to:
-

Indonesia

-

Singapore

-

Malaysia

-

Philippines

Location (where is it?)
The Water Source Location
Acacia Hills is located 50 kms South of Darwin CBD, which can be seen from the below map and the topographic site map can also be seen
here below:

The water source site features excellent road access, grid power and is located less than 1 km from the Sturt Highway. This site also boosts
mains power and a Telstra data line connection.

Location (where is it?)
The Dolomite Mineral Spring Aquifer begins 25kms South of
Darwin CBD and is shown clearly here on the map:
Key Facts about the Aquifer:
●

Name: Major Dolomite Aquifer, extends north to at
least McMinns Lagoon / Giraween area

●

Aquifer size: 14,640 ML; up to 66 m deep and 1 km
wide

●

Aquifer natural annual replenishment: 650 ML/yr

●

20 ML/year (1 L/s) is about same rate of usage as an
average residential garden hose

●

Sustainable yield from RN36906 estimated 60
ML/year (more than 3 L/s)

●

Average farmers irrigation: 5 ML/ha x 2 ha block = 10

ML/yr
●

NT Beverages intends to use: 31 ML / 7.7 Ha which is
4.03 ML/ha, which is about the same as what the
average farmer is taking in the area (on a per hectare
basis)

●

What NTBL plans to draw from the Aquifer: = less
than 0.21% per year of the total volume of the aquifer.

What is Artesian Water?
Spring water is derived from an underground formation from
which water flows naturally to the earth's surface. Spring water
must be collected only at the spring or through a borehole
tapping the underground formation feeding the spring.

Mineral water is water from an underground source that contains
at least 250 parts per million total dissolved solids. Minerals and
trace elements must come from the source of the underground
water. They cannot be added later.

Primary
Sources of
Bottled Water

Artesian water is drawn from an aquifer, which is a geologic
layer of porous and permeable material such as sand and gravel,
limestone, or sandstone, through which water flows and is
stored. An artesian aquifer is confined between impermeable
rocks or clay which causes this positive pressure.

Location (where is it?)
Set out below is the pump house structure and design, including the gantry to allow the tanker to be undercover whilst pumping the water
from the water source. NT Beverages runs three tankers per day to carry 28,000 litres per load; a total of 84,000 litres per day. The facility
contains 3 x 18,000 lt 304 stainless steel tanks for storage of extracted water.

The pump system is able to run @ 4 litres per second, filling the raw storage tanks in 142 minutes (2 hours and 22 minutes). The on-board
hydraulic pump on the tanker is able to pump at a rate of 50 litres per second (3,000 litres per minute) and fills the tanker from the pump
facility in 11 minutes.

Location (where is it?)

Pump House Tanks
at Acacia Hills

Stage 01 - 04 in
105 minutes

Refilled in 142 minutes from Aquifer

Location (where is it?)
Bottling Plant Location
The plant and processing facility is based in the Export Development
Area of East Arm,

Berrimah Northern Territory at 22 Hamaura Rd, East Arm NT.

Location (where is it?)
The 2,190 m2 NT Beverages production facility in East Arm is set on a 6,250
m2 block. Construction was completed in February 2016. Commissioning of
the plant took 8 months from April 2016 to December 2016.
East Arm boasts excellent amenities, grid power, drainage and sealed road
access. The facility is close enough to the three main residential hubs of
Darwin, Palmerston and Casuarina to be attractive for employees, in terms
of travel time and reliability of the roads.
The facility is only 500 meters from both the East Arm port and rail facilities.
Also only 700 meters from Metcash's distribution centre in the NT.

Location (where is it?)
The plans below show the post CAPEX layout which delivers a 275% increase in PET production output and reduces labour costs in
production by 50%.
The facility has been extended to included both a rear loading dock and to accommodate the plant & equipment.

Products (what is made)
Retail PET Products

●

Akuna Springs 340ml - 24 Pack Cartons

●

Akuna Springs 600ml - 24 Pack Cartons

●

Akuna Springs 1.5lt

- 8 Pack Cartons

Both the 600ml and 1.5lt products are
available in both carton and shrink wrap packs.

Products (what is made)
Bulk Products

5lt Twin Pack & 10lt Single with tap

Products (what is made)
Premium Product Range

Available in:
Still & Sparkling
• 375ml
• 750ml

Products (what is made)
The Production Process:
Raw artesian water is brought
from the Acacia Hills
extraction site and treated
through a range of filtration
systems shown in this
process diagram.
The East Arm Bottling plant
operates three key machine
lines:
●

High Speed PET
Retail

●

PET & HDPE
Bulk/Retail

●

High Speed Glass
bottled sparkling &
still

The PET HDPE bottles are blown on site from preforms imported from China or sourced from VISY in Australia. The glass bottles are pre made
in China. All cardboard cartons and inserts are also imported from Indonesia.
The production planning, machine integration and inventory controls is managed by the automated software platform TISS (Total Integrated
Solution System). This is existing software licensed by NTBG is being upgraded to support machine integration, production planning, raw
material ordering and inventory control.
The production system is highly automated to ensure product consistency and low labour costs. The entire production process is automated
from the blowing of the bottle through to the palletisation of the cartons.

Products (what is made)
The Production Speeds

Customers (who is buying them?)
There is an overwhelming pressure on the big chains such as Woolworths, Coles, Aldi and Costco to source locally where possible. As
there is a small number of FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods) products made in the Northern Territory, the availability of a bottled
water product from the NT is a huge plus to these majors and something they are able to use to maximise their local sourcing message.
IGA supermarkets (Metcash’s franchised retail outlets) already have a very strong branding message of delivering locally sourced
products and in supporting local communities through their initiative of ‘IGA Community Chest’.
Our Existing Domestic Distributors
NT
Metcash Independent
Grocers Darwin & Alice
Springs,
Asian United Food
Service,
Sealanes,
SINWA,
Woolworths &
ALM

SA

NSW

VIC

QLD

WA

Galippo Food Service,
Elamar,
Coast to Coast,
Metcash Convenience,
Devere Wholesale &
ALM

Gulp Distributors,
Metcash Convenience
&
ALM

Metcash Convenience
&
ALM

IAC Wholesale Cairns,
Rockhampton &
Townsville,
The Locals Beverage
Distribution,
Rivercity Wholesale
Liquor,
Metcash Convenience
&
ALM

Metcash Convenience,
ALM, &
Progressive Supplies
Broome

Customers (who is buying them?)
This logo carries a great deal of weight in Australia and in the wake of the many imported foods issues especially the contaminated
Berries from China, many Australian’s are making the conscious choice of not buying imported products when there is a choice. This is
mainly due to a lack of consumer education and in fact imported water goes through more testing and more QC controls than locally
made products.

“Australian water carries a high level of
perceived quality among consumers,
supporting domestic production over foreign
imports. In other countries where the
perceived quality of water is low, bottled
water imports are higher. Imports are
expected to have fallen over the five-year
period, as changing consumer tastes and
opposition to carbon emissions caused by
shipping hurt sales of premium imported
waters”
Source: IBISWorld Industry Report C1211b August 2014

Customers (who is buying them?)
To maximise volumes and simplify production scheduling the decision has been made to limit the number of distributor channels.
Other customers can buy from NTBG directly but this would require an order of a minimum 20 pallets. Therefore smaller customers most
likely buy through the exclusive distribution channels listed above.
The sales team use a process called ‘turn in orders’ to Metcash for smaller orders, this is managed through the TISS system, along with
representative call cycles, in store reporting and CRM.

This major market segmentation is for the Retail and Wholesale sector only and excludes sales channels such as mine sites or industrials
and vending.
IBIS World data usually flows from the data available from public companies. Many smaller, private company’s sales data would not be
taken into consideration.

Customers (who is buying them?)
Bottled water is growing consistently throughout the world and as of March 2017,
has overtaken soft drinks, and is now the most consumed beverage in the world.
Demand for the product is growing at an enormous rate. The sparkling water market
is also growing at a phenomenal rate averaging year on year growth of between 812% PA. Whilst NT beverages can competitively supply the Australian domestic
market, the huge potential for NT Beverages rests with export to China. China has a
population of 1.357 billion (Australia’s population is 1.7% of the size of China).
The World Health Organisation recently released this alarming update in an article
published earlier this year: “Particularly in Northern China, which holds only 18% of
the total fresh water while having 65% of the total fertile land. Furthermore,
consumers take contamination very seriously. In early 2013, 7,500 rotten pig
carcasses were found floating in the Huangpu River. The event aroused mass media
and people’s attention, as the river supplies 80% of tap water to Shanghai. Although
the authorities have guaranteed the quality of the city’s drinking water, residents
have remained concerned about water safety, and many of them have stopped
drinking tap water and are buying bottled water instead. In 2016, the Ministry of
Water Resources (MWR) in China declared four-fifths of groundwater
contaminated, which means it is unfit for drinking or daily use. Thus, the rapid
growth in this market results in a mistrust over water safety. Research has shown an
enormous growth in the bottled water market segment. In 2013, China surpassed
America, becoming the world’s biggest bottled water market by volume. The market
is continuously growing, experiencing an increase from 19 billion to 37 billion liters of
bottled water in the years from 2010 – 2015 in China, as reported by The Economist,
and is expected to reach 49 million tons of total annual consumption by 2020,
according to China Daily. Statistica forecasts the retail sales value of bottled water
beverages to be five-fold in 2019 compared to 2009. This market growth represents
a $346.2 billion yuan in retail sales per year of bottled in China by 2019 – which is
$69,240,000,000 AUD ($69.24 billion AUD) in retail bottled water sales per year”.

Customers (who is buying them?)
Markets
The bottled water market in Australia currently represents $711 million in annual revenue. Akuna Springs plans to obtain a 3%
market share by 2019. The bottled water market grows at a rate of 3.7% per annum, as many consumers are looking for
healthier alternatives to carbonated and sugary drinks.
Markets

% of business

Local (NT)

17%

Darwin & Alice Springs

Domestic (Interstate)

36%

QLD, NSW, VIC, SA & WA

Export

47%

China, Hong Kong, UAE & Singapore

NTBL intends to break up its sales divisions into three main groups – as seen above. Local consists of the Northern Territory
with any export being transported via barge to surrounding islands. Local (NT) encompasses the bulk of the client base and
accounts for just less than 50% of the planned sales.

Supply Chain (how we deliver it?)
The Akuna Springs bottling facility supply chain is clearly defined into three main groups:
●

Transport of Raw Water from the Acacia Hills Site

●

Inbound Raw Materials

●

Outbound Finished Goods

One of the most attractive benefits of bottling water in Darwin is the access to reverse logistics. Whilst all other producers are forced to
either import through the port or utilise rail or road to ship their goods into Darwin, NTBL is able to ship goods back. Most trains and trucks
are returning to the southern
states or back to the East Coast empty, so reverse logistics is a huge reduction in cost and effectively means NTBL can manufacture goods
and ship them
to Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide for 20% of the cost of shipping goods up to Darwin. This gives NTBL a competitive price point in all
States and territories, not just the NT.

Supply Chain (how we deliver it?)
The raw water tanks at the pumping facility in Acacia Hills recharge in 142 minutes so by the time the driver has completed this sequence
he can immediately return for another load of raw artesian water. This process needs to be done 3 times a day to keep up with the
projected output production levels. Each refill takes 1 hour and 45 minutes x 3 trips = 5.25 hours of the driver’s 9 hours of work each day,
allowing for two - three hours of local container movements to be done by the driver outside of these regular runs.
The production facility initially only needs to operate from Monday – Friday, 4am – 12am to meet projected sales forecasting. The facility
can easily operate
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, so the machines are both designed and capable of any such future increase in production requirements.
Inbound Raw Materials

NTBL imports the following raw materials from two key counties being China and Indonesia:
●

Preforms (If not sourced from VISY in Australia)

●

Cardboard Cartons for all sizes of products

●

Raw HDPE plastic granules

●

370ml glass bottles

●

750ml glass bottles

The advantage of dealing with these Southeast Asian countries is the low freight costs and the comparatively short transit times. The
Commonwealth of Australia signed and enacted the CHAFTA (China and Australia Free Trade Agreement) on December 20th 2015
(effectively abolishing duty payable on imports from China), Indonesia already has a Duty Free Agreement with Australia, so any raw
materials imported from Indonesia do not attract a 5% duty.
The importation, ordering, tracking and inventory management of the raw materials is to be managed by the TISS system. This includes
the ordering process with the suppliers, as the TISS system can also be viewed in both Bahasa and Mandarin. Raw materials ordered
through the TISS system come by sea, using PAE shipping lines, then being transported directly from the port to the NTBL facility in East
Arm. NTBL operates its own semi-trailer rig for both bulk raw water transport and container movements from the port to the facility and
vice versa.

Supply Chain (how we deliver it?)
Outbound Finished Goods
Outbound goods are sorted and divided into three main despatch
categories:

●

Local

●

Interstate

●

Export

Local goods are delivered on pallets to Metcash,
Inpex etc. in 22 pallet loads via Semi Trailer,
delivered by by either 3PL or NTBL’s own rigg.

NT Beverages employs a 'JIT" system for stock management and
rotation and uses live loading from the production line directly into the
sea containers in the dock.

Interstate goods
are delivered in
either 40’ HC rail
containers pre
palletised or 20’
rail containers
fully vanned.

Export goods are
delivered to the
port in 20’ FCL’s –
fully vaned as you
see here. Export
goods are shipped
on a FOB (Freight
on Board)
incoterms basis.
40’ containers
cannot be used
owing to the weight
restrictions for
international
shipping.

SWOT Analysis (what are the pros and cons?)
●

STRENGTHS

●
●
●
●

●

Existing trading
business (NTBG)
Strong Market
Demand
No local competition
Existing customer
base
Low freight costs for
reverse logistics

Multiple high speed
production lines
including
carbonation

●
●

●

●

●
●
●
●

OPPORTUNITIES

●

Export markets
Contract Packing
Product
Diversification
National expansion
of major retailers
(Coles and
Woolworths)

●

Cost of Capital
Challenging
Recruiting
Environment
Challenging Capital
raising conditions in
the Australian market
for unlisted
companies

WEAKNESSES

Aggressive pricing
promotions from
external manufacturers
Increases in transport
costs
Difficulties recruiting
the right staff

THREATS

Capital Raising & Investment
(How much do you want?)

Equity: $5,500,000 @ $1.50 per share
which buys a 37% stake.
Debt: $9,500,000 Full Secured Convertible Note @ 12% PA capitalised coupon with a
$2.00 conversion

Independent DVT Business Valuation: $12,400,000 as at
31/03/16

Exit Strategy and Growth (Scaling up)
Projected Snapshot Financials
Year

FY 17-18

FY 18-19

FY 19-20

Shares issued:

9,926,625

9,926,625

9,926,625

Projected Dividend:

$0.41**

$0.75**

$0.88**

ROI:

13.66%

25.01%

29.47%

Year One to Year Two – 44% revenue
growth

Year Two to Year Three – 10%
revenue growth

Year Three to Year Four – 5% revenue
growth

Strategic Growth
Through managed KPI's and strong go
to market strategy

Organic Growth
Growth of market share
Growth in export markets
Growth in interstate markets

Strategic expansion into juices and
carbonated flavoured beverages
Listing on the ASX

**based on issued capital of 9,926,625 Y1 onwards shares and a retained earnings policy of 20%
^based on equity purchase of $1.50 per share
All information regarding future financial performance and future events contained anywhere in this offering is based solely on projections of future financial performance
and events based on historical information or industry data. Actual future financial performance and events may be different than estimated or projected and past
financial performance should not be taken as a guide to future financial performance.

Exit Strategy and Growth (Scaling up)
Exit Strategies/Liquidity Events
Given the location of the NTBL facility, the enormous export potential, the fact that the plant is able to do both retail, bulk and glass bottle
lines and that the plant has not only a carbonated plant but its own water source, many competitors would be looking to acquire our site
and business. The two main competitors are Coca-Cola Amatil and Asahi Beverages Japan.
There are no other operating bottled water facilities in the Northern Territory, and none that do carbonated beverages or glass. As Asahi
owns Schweppes and Amatil owns all the Coke products it would slash their operating costs to remove freight as the key component of
that cost.
It is also worth noting that after the $1.7 million in budgeted CAPEX upgrades are completed, the NTBL facility is state of the art, using
largely robotic technologies and has a completely online, computerised inventory control through the TISS system. This means low labour
costs and efficient production. Also very attractive features for a larger beverage company.

Exit Strategy and Growth (Scaling up)
So in essence NTBL can:
1, List to Float and grow strategically by expanding its range to include juices and soft drinks and or white/brown labelled products.
or
2, Trade Sale/Acquisition to a competitor

“The Bottled Water Manufacturing industry has a high level of market share concentration. The top
two players in the industry, Coca-Cola Amatil and Asahi Holdings Australia, are estimated to
account for about 63% of industry revenue in 2014-15. All other manufacturers in the industry are
small, with estimated market individual shares below 5%. Industry concentration has been
increasing over the past five years, with larger beverage companies acquiring successful bottled
water brands. Industry enterprise numbers are expected to decline, due to mergers and
acquisitions. Brand image is important in the industry due to the homogenous nature of the
product, which incentivises large companies to acquire small but growing brands for their portfolios.
During August 2010, Asahi Breweries agreed to buy P&N Beverages Australia for about $360
million. Asahi planned to combine P&N Beverages with its other Australian beverage business,
Schweppes Australia, which it acquired from Cadbury Schweppes in 2009 for $962.0 million. The
combined company would have been Australia’s second-largest beverage producer and would
boost Asahi’s share in the bottled water market. In February 2011, the ACCC blocked the
acquisition due to concerns over competition in the carbonated soft drinks and fruit juice markets.
However, in August 2011, the ACCC approved Asahi’s acquisition of P&N’s water and juice
businesses.”

How do I invest? (I’m interested)
NT Beverages Limited has appointed Denning Asia as capital raisers and corporate advisers.
To take up shares (equity) or place debt please contact:

Mathew Morahan
Managing Director
D + 61 2 8052 9511
M +61 437 861 694
E mat@denningasia.com
Address - Level 4, 20 Bond St
Sydney NSW 2000

NT Beverages thanks you for your interest in this exciting
project.

